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Abstract. The work presents a radial keypoint detector, a new version of one of the self-similarity detectors
described in [14]. Several improvements are proposed to make the detector more efficient. We extend the
detected keypoints with a local region orientation allowing the keypoint invariance to the image plane rotation.
The radial detector is compared with the DoG detector at the theoretical level. In the experimental evaluation, the
radial detector is tested on full image sequences of the HPatches dataset. The radial detector gives competitive
repeatability and matching scores compared to the DoG detector which is one of the most popular keypoint
detectors.
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Radialni detektor značilnih točk
V delu predstavimo Radialni detektor, novo verzijo enega od
detektorjev samopodobnih značilnih točk opisanih v delu [14].
Predlagamo več izboljšav, ki zagotovijo večjo učinkovitost
detektorja. Detektirane značilne točke razširimo z orientacijo
lokalne regije, kar omogoča invariantnost na rotacijo slike.
Na teoretični ravni primerjamo Radialni detektor z detektorjem DoG. Radialni detektor eksperimentalno ovrednotimo
na podatkovni bazi HPatches slikovnih sekvenc. Rezultati, ki
jih dobimo za merjeno ponovljivost in ujemanje na podlagi
opisnika značilnih točk, so konkurenčni rezultatom, dobljenimi
z detektorjem DoG, ki je eden najbolj priljubljenih detektorjev
značilnih točk.

1 I NTRODUCTION
A feature or keypoint detector is an algorithm which
identifies salient locations or keypoints in images. An
object or scene appearance in images changes due to different conditions when capturing images, e.g. a change
in illumination and a viewpoint or due to different image
deformations, e.g. a lossy image compression. We expect
that keypoints repeat in images of the same scene.
Different measures based on the image intensity in a
local neighbourhood of a keypoint form different descriptors. Intensity variations near the keypoints should
make descriptors easily distinguished. Many computer
vision applications, such as camera calibration, scene
reconstruction [21], [6], object or scene recognition [19],
[15], [10], panorama creation [7], [4], robot navigation
[5], and object tracking rely on keypoint matching.
Computer vision researchers have developed many
different keypoint detectors. An extensive survey is
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made by Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk in [22]. The Kadir
and Brady salient region detector [8] is inspired by the
information theory. The saliency of the location corresponds to local complexity or unpredictability. SIFT [9]
detects blob-like keypoints. They are local extrema in the
scale-space obtained by image filtering with differences
of Gaussians. SURF [3], based on the Hessian matrix,
approximates the Gaussian filters with box filters which
enables fast computation of saliency maps using integral images, thus speeding up the keypoint detection.
The traditional Gaussian scale-space approach has its
limitations since it blurs the noise and fine details to
the same degree, reducing localization accuracy and
distinctiveness. The KAZE detector [1] uses nonlinear
diffusion filtering to encourage smoothing within a region instead of smoothing across boundaries. MSER or
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions proposed by Matas
et al. [13] detects regions where all pixels inside the
region have either higher or lower intensity than those on
its outer boundary. It belongs to a group of affine region
detectors, where we can find also the Harris and Hessian
affine [16] region detectors. SUSAN [20] is a simple
and efficient corner detector. It computes the fraction
of pixels within a neighbourhood, which have a similar
intensity to the centre pixel. Corners can then be localized by thresholding this measure and selecting local
minima. The FAST detector [18] builds on the SUSAN
detector. FAST evaluates only 16 pixels on a circle of
radius r = 3. If a set of the N contiguous pixels in the
circle are all brighter or all darker than the intensity of
the candidate pixel, then the candidate pixel is classified
as a corner. The algorithm computes the decision tree
by learning the distribution of the corner configuration

